Safe Zone meeting  
Friday, September 30th  
1pm ~ WUC Rogue Room

BRO is interested in working with student groups on a marriage equality initiative. They are seriously considering putting it on the ballot next year. Before they go to the work of putting it on the ballot they need to discover the pulse of Oregon. Will it pass; is it even close to getting the support needed to see it pass?

Discussion on “Coming out Day” October 11th. It is such a short time line we discussed October 17th – 21st being “Coming out Week”. Ideas:

- Coming out in College 1 – hour topical
- Student Panel
- Out in Silence documentary
- Nawwal – a short film on coming out stories
  - Troy will help with poster design
  - Passive program
    - Workshops
    - Posters
- It gets better videos and posters
  - We’re making it better
- Talk to me buttons
- An evening suicide prevention presentation
- Make October 14th a work party

Need a bigger room due to increased attendance